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In recent years the model of instruction and-supervision synthesized

by Madeline Hunter has gained steady inftuence in the world of education. At

the same time, there NS been and remains a paucity of analysis of her body

of work. To help bridge this gap, I will analyze the success of the model and

also make suggestions for improving the implementation of the model in the
4,

American context. These suggestions are based on a'review of the literature

pertinent to the Hunter model ,1 and a.serie\gif interviews with la) teachers.

and administrators who have received training in the Hunter model,? (b) a group

-of Hunter Staff Development Model oriented'frainerS43 (c).Madeline Hunter,

the chief architect of the clinical theory of instruction from which the

various staff development programs' mentioned, above are derived:`'

a

This essay will be.divided into three parts. Part one.mill consist of

an overview of the. origins and content of the Hunter.model. In part two the' .

factors' which, cumulatively, help to explain the model's high degree of success

with teachers, school distric' administrsyoid,''snf university -based teacher'

educators will be enumerated and discussed. Finaliy, in part three, aspects

of the programs which are likely to contribute-to some misunderstanding and

perhaps tension between school district based Hunter model advocates and I

university -based teacher educators (professors of education) will be discussed,

afOng with recommendations designed to reduge,such misunderstanding.

The Hunter Staff Development Model revolves around concepts which stem

from Madeline"Hunter's clinical theory of.instruction'.5 Teachers and

administrajors who have biten "cycled" through a Hunter Staff Development Model-

oriented professional development program, leatn among other things that there

is a set of es,sential elements of instruction which include:.

1. selecting an objective at the appropriate level of difficulty (this

typically involves diagnostic work which is based upon a task

analysis);

2. teaching to the objective (with a focus on one clear measureable

objective rather than several fuzzy intentions);

3. monitoring students' learning and adjusting the teaching (when

necessary; and



4., making the appropriate use of the "Principles of Leelli,ng," which

include i set of research-based ideas and tactics related to:

motivation, ac.ive paiticipation, anticipatory, set, closure, rein-

forcement, and retention and transfer. In this-set the element of.'

closure is au add on to the Hunter Staff Development'Model-, and is one

that Dr. Hunter dOes, not agreevith. The'reader should apprec4ate,
..

first, that some elements in any given Hunter Staff Development

Model-oriented program will not correlate totally with Hunter's- r
clinical theory of instruction, and secpnd, that the model is not

static. For example, by the time this essay is read a new principle

of learning may, have been added to the model.

.,The teachers have also been taught that these four major instructiohal skills

are essential to effective teaching, and further, that if these skill's are

developed, and
.

judiciously employed, it is kredictable that teachers will

significantly "...increase the quantity and quality of learning for almoSt all

students."6.

In a Hunter Staff Development Model-oriented program, depending to a
.

certain extent on who is the trainer,? teachers and administrators may also

learn about: (a) the assumptions and expectations which serve as a foundation

for Madeline Htniter's cliiieal'theory of instruction,' (b) the caveats. which

Hunter has delineated to help a'oid misunderstandings based on misintepreta-

tion of her *theory, (c) the 5loom Taxonomy of the cognitive doTaih, and (d)

hemiSphericity, practice theory, and the three types of decisions Dr. Hunter

considers baiic for effective teaching. At this point, however, because ell-

of the variations of the Hunter Staff Development Model have been heavily

influenced by Dr. Hunter's clinical theory of instruction, selected asslimp-'

tions, expectations, defining characteristics andcaveats which help-to

elucidate this theory will bi shared. -

After noting in her unpublished essay, "A Clinical Theory of InstrUction,"'

that she is vastly oversimplifying things, HUnter describes the following

eight statements as assumptions upon which her model, or clinical theory of

instruction, is based:
%

1. Learning is our critical concern but instruction is what we'control;

therefore, we should focus on and be held accountable for our instruc-

tionalfdecisions and actions. 4-

4
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2. If teacher and student behaviors are not random but are directed to

an identified objective,the probability of intended student achieve- .

ment will be 'increased.' Those objectives can vary in scope from

long range4o.daily teaching outcomes. .(This assumption includes the .

objective that,the strident will be in charge, select an objective,

and direct is/her own learninT.1

A ' 3. Everyone can'learn the next thing beyond that which (s)he already

knows, and that is the only thing anyone can learn. If the objective

is too difficult or too easy, learning will mot be efficient and

probably not effective.- .

4. Achievement will-be accelerated if the".teacher monitors the effective

7 ne's's of student and/or teacher actions and adjets instrumkion in
.

light of the emerging data (formative evaluation).e.

5. There exists a substantial body of knowledge articulated as principles .

of learniniwtlich, when appropriately implemented by the teacher,

through teaching decisions,,results in increased
motivation to learn,

an accelerated rate and degree oflearning, improved retention; and

A trantfer of that learning to new si1tuations requiring problem solv-* 4

ing, decision making and creativity:9.

6. Professionals continue to improve their performare if they know what

they do well and why, if-they learn theory-based; effective alterna-

tives to less satisfactory decisions and actions,and if their

performance continues to incorporate new regularities and cause-

effect relationships as those emerge from research.

7. Most teachers have demonstrated they are eager to improve their

/ professional skills and can learn the research basis for making

the.profeisional deciSions required by the model.9

8. Artistry in teachiqg cannot yet be articulated and taught; but

artistry is not in violation of,'but is based-on science. The

Taj Mahal does not violate principles of-physics or design but

implements them creatively'S'nd a 'stically."

Please note that there is a direct correspondence between: assumption #3 elk

5
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what. ultimittely became Essentipl Element of14truction #1 (select an objectivd

. at tie apOrdpriate level of difficulty); assume ion i2 and Esidntial Element -

of Instructian #2 (teach' to the objective); assn ion #4 and Essential Element

Dff. learningInstruction #3 (monitor the and adjust the. teaching);' and assump.-

.tion #5 and Essential Element of Instocion #4 (use the principles
4

learning).
.

Assumptions #6 and #8 are also worthy of.note: #6 underscores

Hunter's belief. that teachers will imOrovetheir.performpnce if they utilize

.behaviors which receive their rationale from cause /effect, that ts,-experi-,

mental 'research, and #8 reminds us that Hunter belieVes thgt the "scientific"

basis for teaching will place teachers in a better position to manifest

artistry in their teaching. In her eyes there is no conflict between the art

and science of teaching; but rather an interactive,-supportive relatiohship.

/ This viewpoint is further clarified,in a second Hunter essay,."What's Wrong

with Madeline Hunterr"14here she makes an A6stotelian;typeof.distinctionl

between 1(a) propositional knowledge, which consists orresearch validated

gencralizations which identify behaviors which affect learning; .(b) procedural

knowledge; 'and (c) conditional.knowledge. When a teacher has paspred the

"latter types of knowledge, she knows how and when to.make,judicious use of the

PrOositional knowledge provided by the Hunter model, and at that point is in
4

a position to use propositional knowledge to create artistry in teaching. 4
"In her "Clinical Theory of Instruction" essay, Dr. Hunter also. addresses

this question: "What may we expect of this clinical theory?". Her response

illuminates the 'theory by enumerating a number of its positive characteristics.

For example, she notes that the thedry: .

1. provides an articulated basis for making and sequencing teaching

decisions and also suggests facilitating teacher tond student

actions,thereby enabling instructors to perceive and interpret what

they are doing in order t more efficiently predict, promote, and

control learning;

4 .

2. suggests the substance but not the form (didactic, interactive,

discovery, etc.) of instruction and, consequently, takes into

account the teacher's style of the learner's needs and the context-
!

ual milieu in which instruction occurs;

mor
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3. is generalizable to any content, sehoororganization, pupil-

teacher ratio, methodology nd to students regarOless of age, .

socio-etonomic status, or ethnicity; 0

provi6s a com?non language with. a set of descriptive terms that can'

effectively CoMmunicate what leathers decide about aid de in the

classroom;,

5. yields testable.conclusions and therefore has the potential to promote
N.

important,'clinical relevant investigation.

6. (It) is not a static theory nor the "final answer," but one that

can be validated, modified and extended as new research emerges.12

In addition, in'this same thought provoking. essay Professor,Hunter,

realizing that ith any effective theory, tare always exists the danger of

producing closedminde, unctuous, rigid practitioners," shares another set of

observaticins about her theory, "...to avert some of the seemingly inevitable

malpractice." Included among these are th0 following:

1. The model will not tell a teacher what to do. The model isliot,a/

recipe but requires constant teacher decision making. The theory

/identifies a.data base for decisions not what the decision should be.

2. A teacher does not have to teach a certain way. The model idefitiffes

the substanceof instruction not the form. In ,the same way, nutri-

.
tion theory identifies the nutrients of 'a health-giving meal, not

the menu, or how and when it is served.

3. The model is not the "right" way. The model is not an encapsulated P

system but open to new disCoveries. It does not claiM to be the best

' system but the more effective system when compared to common practice:

4. The model is not based on a certain philosophy on theory of :learning.

The model is eclectic and draws from all theories, identifying

research supported cause-effect relationships that.could help the

teacher achieve any philosophic or curricular goal.137

' After this list of caveats, Professor Hunter makes note of the widespread

use of the model in California, Wathipgton State, etc., as well as a number of
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foreign countries. In the,closing sections of the essay, she calls for research

'to help evaluate. and improve the theory upon which the model is be 2d.

, ,

Needed now are additional systematic data from progry ich%r

preparation and professional development which'w1.11 resui,-; , further

refinamentlor impeachment of our underetandings of the nature of

instruction so we can predict and contOl with an intent ro impromi4
,

While what follows is not the type of systematic data Hunter allbdes toe

it is my hope thit the analysis and recommendations provided.,in this essay will

lead to'some productive refinement in the conceptualization And iMpimentatio

of Hunter Staff. Development Model-oriented programs. ftwever, before.going

'further, want to make clear that thisl%essay is,in part, an analysis con rn3).

ing the successes, etc. of an offshoot. of the Hunter molel 'and,theoTY, and not

/a full blown analysiskritique of the theory itself. However, thedgssential

Elements of Instruction Staff Development Program ii derived from, and ii

obviously influenced by, the theory. Therefore, because of the intimate

relationship, at times the analysis/critique of the Essential Elements of

Instftction will briefly become anlanalysis/critique of Madeline'Hdnter's

clinical theory of instruction. At the .same time, it would be wise to

remember that, In reality, the theory and the Essentia3 Elements of Instruction

Program are independent constrpctions. Therefore, a critique of the one' is

`not necessarily a criticism'of the other.

C.

0, 4
11#4.

With the distinction between the Hunter model and the-EssentiaL Elements

of Instruction partially clarified, the following question will now be
.

addressed: "Whit are the factors which have led to the wides0-ead adoption of

the Hunter Model-orientedStaff Development Program?"

The Success Factors

My analysis of the success of the Hunter model and its close approxima-

tions has uncovered five major expranatory factors. The first, and po3sibly,

the most important, factor is the fact that thetiOdel is derived from a generous,

flexible, open minded, forward looking, optimistic, confiOent, " clinical"

.*Jleory. This is a theory which synthesized knowledge gleaned from research

with knowledge gleaned from classroom teaching,. to reach the timely and psy6lci-

logically important conclusion that principals and teachers are crucial
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. _.0.0iables whith can make a%difference in learritng. Relatfd to this factor is

7

the perception that the theory,'and the Essential Elements of Instruction,

emanated from a "lab school,"15 and from the,mind of an elementary school

principal/university professor,' Madeline Hunter, who was in daily contact (for

over a-decade) with the running of a school, as opposed to theorizing and

research conducted away from the field. In tefus of external validity, the
_--

results, of Madeline Hunter's on-going field experiment, in the U.C,L.A.. Lab

:sChool,had an advantage in terms of plausibility and generallzabilitydpimply

because she did her work in a school which was perceived as sufficiently

realistic by 6001 administrators. It is also noteworthy ,that thb conclusion

sOcified,above was reached during an era (the Seventies,'When (a) other.,

research was declaring exactly what teachers and administrOdrs did not want

to hear, namely that sch6ols did not Make a significdnt difference in students'

learning, and (b) the target teaching and management/education by. objectives

movement was gaining legislative support at the state and federal level."

--. The second flactor concerns the "research status" of the Hunter theory, /.

model. The theory is presented as one (a)-that "...was originally validated

in Project Linkagey a project funded by the California, State Department of
.

Education in adfficuit Los .ng#les inner -city school,"apd-(b) whose

01propositions,have peen corr orated in major studies such as the Begihning

Teacher Evaluation, Study and Effective Schools Studiei.17

A third explanatory success factor is that the program satisfies certain
j

fundamental needs of school district administrators, and school site adminis-

tratorS. To begin with, the program te)4s administrators (b( th school district

and sch41 site level) that they can create high4degrees of successful learning

Without getting involved in the complexities (and wasted energy) of school

reorganization. The model strongly suggests that one can increase learning

for almost all students without changing the pyratilidal and self-contained

structure of school district and school site organization. Thus, -independent

of whether or not the program significantly improves teaching and le7ning,

initially at least it serves to rationajize and solidify the existing adminis-

trative structure in a school district because one of the characteristics of

the Hunter Staff Development model (and therefore, the EssentTaT elements of

Instruction) is that, "The principal of the school accepts and fulfills the .

central role of instructional leader by practicing the model in the education
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and-supervision of staff and students."18 Therefore, in fact, the model and

the Essential Elements of Instruction have given a new life to, and rationale

for, the idea that the principal sbould be the most knowledgeable and influential

"instructional leader at a school site. However, if, these principals are going

to4fulfill
/
their newly emphasized instructional leadefthip and evaluation

responsibilities, tiley will need a relatively clear, and generalizable (good

fpr all grades, content areas, and ethnic pOpuiitions):idea of what "good

teaching" looks like, or appears to be. And, this is exactly what the Essential

Elements of InstruCtiont with its "direct instruction"i9 research underpinning,

and "science of instruction" depiction by Madeline Hunter and other Essential

. Elements of Instruction trainers, provides. With a model of instruction that

is presented as-scientifically deHved and validated, administrators can now

assert that they have a solid, legitimized, knowledge and staff development

base, a base OhiCh can be used to help less effective teachers improve their

. teaching. But, notethat for the ineffective teacher who doesn't' impkwe, the

1985 Hunter model and Essential Elements of Instruction trained administrator

has a sharper, more credible, more defensible dismissal process than did the

. 1975 and 1965 school site administrator. Note also that a scientifically

sanctioned evaluation program needs to be carefully modulated lest it be

.
a5used ty administratOri who have forpt:en, or never heard all the caveats

Professor Hunter placed in her 1978 essay, and her later essay, "What's Wrong

with Madeline Hunter?". While the stronger dismissal process is not a major

objective of the Hunter StaffTevelopment Model, and while linking the model
. .

too closely to evaluation caninterferewith the acceptance of the model by

teachers the stronger dismissal process is something which some administrators,

state legislators, school boards, And parents feel good about.
1.6

This more defensibledismissal process.is strongly supported by what I.

view as a fourth major explanatory success factor, namely the creation of the

o: Essential Elements Of Instruction "language:" l'he4funter model has provided

a common, shared, comprehensible, pladsible language of instruction for teachers

and administrators, and this Common language has Drought lucidity, consistency,

and a sharped edge to the admini'stratoiVteacher evaluation process and dialogue.

In so doing, the Essential Elements of Instruction has satisfied a fundamental

need of school site administrators at-the same time that it has satisfied a

cluster of significant teacher needs: 4



The fact that the Hunter model and language (task analysis, anticipatory

set, active participation, instructional objective, modeling, Overt/covert

behavior, reinforcement, level of concern, performance level, motivation, moni-

tor and adjust, transfer, etc.) fulfills important teacher needs is the fifth

and most speculative of the success factors.2° I believe that this program is .

viewecras desirable and logical by.teachers, and teachers' unions, because it:

a) says loud and clear that teachers can make a difference, can

significantly affect learning;

b) provides instrictional guidelines' and skills which teachers value;

c) prOcides a' framework in which administrators can be held accountable

for objective evaluation and responsible supervision (supervision

guided by the Essential Elements of Instruction, and often called

clinical supervision);

d)., is viewed as a flexible, gcneral model which leaves abundant room for

teacher decision-making, intelligence, and artistry;

e) is presented in such a polished, sophisticated manner (the trainers

really model the Essential Elements of InstruCtion as they teach them) ;''

1fl provides an encapsulated clpssroom-focused model which appears to

reduce the ambiguity and Complexity l.n the teaching/learning process,

and thus makes teaching in a complex setting manageable; and

g) "raises the status of the teaching profession by arguing that pro-

gressive teaching, teaching guidedby the Essential Elements of

Instruction, is a scientifically informed enterprise.

Point (g).above is worthy of elaboration. It is not only that this pro-

gram raises the status of the profession; I believe it also makes teachers

feel mo.e professional. The line of reasoning which supports this view is as

follows. To 'egin with, the model gives experienced teachers new labels for

the kinds of teaching behaviors they already manifest,to some degree. Thus,

the model4.for many teachers,' provides positive reinforcement for what they're

already doing, or agree that they should be doing. After completing one, two,

or more one week cycles of the Essential Elements of Instruction program,

teachers can see what was only dimly perceived prior to the program, namely

that they were already utilizing most, but not all, of the Essential Elements-.

11
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of Instruction. Along with this realization is a new fact already alluded to:

the teachers, and thpfr administrators, now have their own scientifically

sanctioned, very precise, commonly understood vocabular/which can be utilized

in conversations with other teachers, administrators, parents, and In certain

settings with student teachers as well. Although it has not been established

empirically, I believe the above-mentioned factors provide many teachers with

a greater sense of intellectual, or cognitive, control over their very complex

work environment. This control, in turn, may contribute to anxiety reduction,

and higher degrees of .eacher satisfaction and morale, as well as improved

instructional techniques. The end result is that many teachers, because of

their new vocabulary, and the enhanced clarity it brings, and the scientific

model which is now their tool, feel more professional. Certainly the possibility

that this is true calls for more investigation into the alleged phenomena.

It.is also quite noteworthy that the type of comparative research which

would shed light on these status-related questions hasnot'been widely

initiated by school district administratori or profetsors of education, and the

Essential Elements of Instruction model itself does not appear to facilitate

such research. Although, as noted earlier, Madeline Hunter has indicated that

additional systematic data are needed to help test the hypotheses embedded in

her theory, the Essential Elements of Instruction Staff Development Program

as implemented does little by way of instruments, encodragement, and examples

to stimulate the collection of such data. ,Indeed, paradoxically, it may be that

the high level of advocacy which the model appears to stimulate in the admin-

istrators who initially sponsor the program, may serve to!diminish any impulse

for gathering objective data about the performance and feelings of Essential

Elements of Instruction trained teachers.

It may also be true that: (a) administrators who value the leverage

which the program provides for dealing with incompetent/recalcitrant teachers, .

do not wish to collect:data which might undermine the legitimacy and scientifiC

prestige which the program now possesses; (b) some districts do not perceive

their progros as polished enough to qualify for'research; (c) many districts

are simply not research oriented organizations; and (d) funds for research am

hard to come by. Whatever the exact reasons, the successful dissemination of
A

the Essential Elements of Instruction program, and its actual achievements in

various school districts are an understudied phenomenon, and are likely to

remain so wless the trainer; and disseminators of the Hunter model. themselves

12



more actively encourage research in the above-mentioned areas: Technical

support for, such encourzgement should come, in the' near future, from the

instruments and stragegies developed in two inquiries currently, underway in

Napa County, California andlInneapolis, Minnesota.21

All of the above factors, and even the dearth of'school district sponsored

research concerrina the improved teaching .effQtiveness of Hunter model trained

teachers, Serve'to-explain why the Hunter model and the EssentialElements'of

Instruction have keen enthusiastically received, and, vocated, by adminis-

trators, even to the point of demanding that teacher education prograMs

incorporate the EssentiaT Elements of Instruction model, language and assumpti is

into their curricula. This extension of the strong advocacy for the Essential

Elements of Instruction model into pre-service'teacher education is also under-

r'standable,' particularlyoif you are an administrator who has, in the past several

years, received awientifically-validated'mpdel of instruction that seems to

fulfill important instructional objectives at the classroom, school, and district

levels of operation. But, it should be noted school district administrato

and professors of education that a model of ins ztion and a "language" which

meets the needs of school district administratolI and teachers in their ethos,

may not meet, night indeed-clash, with selected needs and aspirations of

professors of education who carry outtheir,mission In a university. For

example, by their nature, I believe many professors of education are interested

in having their students examine competing models of instruction, as opposed

to having their students, future 'student teachers and teachers, become expert

in one, model of instruction, even one as intriguing as Professor Hunter's.

Although there are other reasons why some professors of education might rest st

pressures to create and implement Hunter Model-oriented pre - service teacher

'education progrps, I think, at bottom it is .the university ethos which views "

scientific knowledge as tentative and emergent, and values the clash of compet-,

ing theories and languages, along with scientific objectivity, rigor, and

skepticism, which is the root cause. It makes sense for a school district to

'(a) create one language for internal district affairs and'(b) be open to new

concepts which might enrich their instructional language. Contrastingly, it

makes sense for a Department of Education to "represent" and analyze several

models of instruction and to seek out knowledge to refine and challenge the

models/languages in use. Obviously, there is common ground, but there is also

room for conflict if educatiors do not respect the different missions and

13
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priorities in their respective organizations. These observations are made

remembering the threat of one school district administrator who recently

suggested that his school district might not be open to student teachers unless

the student teachers started to learn more about."THE" Essential Elements of

Instruction.

- With this as background, and from the perspective of as university

professor ./orking in a region (the Central Cqasf of California) where the.

Essential Elements of Instruction model and language has become the official

model and languagf of K-12 education, I will now discuss several ways in which

the Hunter model and the Essential Elements of Instruction can be improved.

The improvements, while mainly semantical in nature, could lead to a "language"

and model of instruction better suited to both school district and university

levels of organization and responsibility.'

Improvable Areas

To begin with, as many others have already done, I would choose a more

modest name for the Essential Elements of Instruction program. I would prefer

the name Critical (or Significant) Elements of Instruction because (a) it is

too easy for the Essential Elements of Instruction to become zuEssential

Elements of Instruction, and (b) the "essential" suggests that elements of

instruction not included in the Essential Elements of Instruction are, at best,

less than essential, and, at worst, unimportant. While this may not be the

intent, it could be the effect.

Related to this modification, in the context of Hunter model implementa-

tion, is a recommendation that the term "science" and label "science of

instruction model" be used more cautiously. Cautious use here implies that in

the course of staff development, Hunter model trainers will note that:

a) the Hunter theory/model has been partially, but not widely or

systematically validated, and is, therefore, quite worthy of more

rigorously defined, longitudinal, comparative inquiries;

b) the model, because it is scientifically based and oriented, is an

emergent growing model;

c) even though various investigators have in recent years uncovered

cause-effect relationships between selected instructional variables

14
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and student achieveMent, the predictapility which follows froM the

discovery of cause-effect relationships is, in this instance, a

limited "predictability" because of
/
the numerous-other variables in

the organizational climate which can undermine the "alterable"

variables in the Hunter model;

d) the scientific aspect of the model, i.e, the proportional knowtelgb

provided, and the prior validation of the model in one context under

one type of implementation., does not guarantee that the model as

implemented will be successful in any given context;

e) particularly with a partially validated .scientific model bf

instruction, school districts should carefully plan and evaluate .

their' implementation so as to be in a position, in their district,

to see how and if propositional knowledge is growing' into procedural

and conditional knowledge to yield artistic/judicious instructional

decision making;'

f) at the present time, there are two longitudinal inquiries which are

studying the Hunter model, b4t in terms of strongly validatingthe

model, both studies have diffent-kinds of design problems which

weaken their power to validate;22 and

g) for the Hunter theory/model of instruction to qualify as a

scientifically and strongly validated model of instruction many

more longitudinal replications tn diverse school districts are needed.

4

However, even when there have been a dozen or more rigorously defined

replications in diverse settings and circumstances, teachers and administrators

should still appreciate, as Madeline Hunter makes clear, that this clinical

'theory of instruction is a theory pf instruction for a specific type of

educational setting. The Hunter model, quintessentially, is a school based,

classroom teacher, and scool site rrincipal,orientedinodel. It is a theoretical

attempt to fully maximize the resources for learning in'schools as they are

presently structured and conceptualized. Therefore, if by 1990 it becomes a

model which is widely validated by research findings, it will be a "science of

instruction" for schools as they are presently organized. No mean achievement

--but, teachers and administrators should still be aware that teaching and

learning in the 1990,ts and beyond may increasingly occur in non-traditional
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settings. Instructional efficacy in these dimly percdived, technologically

"driven, settings may well call.for a wider ranging model of instruction. 4

However, it should bt noted that the Hunter model with its °Oen-ended quality

is well structured to incorporate new Materfal.

14

The modification of "essential" to "critical" relates to a tbird improv-

able area, namely the four elements of instruction. I believe this set could

he more productively discussed as five key eleMents, particularly if we're

thinking about adapting the Essential Elements of Instruction .Staff Develop-

ment Model to preservice teacher education. In this context, presented in an

overview course, the elements would Lighlight for future teachers the instruc-

tional competencies considered crucial to sensitive/effective teaching and

learning by the faculty. At pre4en as previoUsly noted, the elemedts con-

sidered essential to effective inst uction are:

"A" Choose an objective at,the appropriate level of difficulty;

"B" Teach to the objective;

"C" Monitor (the learning) and adjust (the teaching); and

"0" Use the prinCiples of learning (which in this program concern ideas

and tactics related-to motivation, active participation, anti-

cipatory get, reinforcement, retention, and closure).

It appears to me that in going from "A; to "B", a major element of

instruction, or, if you will, a major step in instructional decision-making;

has been left out. This oversight appears to he in keeping with,and follow

from; Madeline Hunter's belief thatOier clinical theory (a) "...suggests the

substance `abut not the form (didactic, interactive, discovery, etc.) of

instruction and, consequently, takes into account the teacher's style, the

learner's needs, and the contextual milieu in which instruction occurs,"23

and (b) "... is generalizable to any content, school, organization, pupil -

teacherteacher ratio, methodology, and the students regardless of age, socio- economic

status, or ethnicity. "24 Because Professor Hunter perceives the four elements

in her model as universals which apply across all the above-mentioned

variables, the variables themselves and the decisions related to.them are left

out of the Hunter model, or at least deemphasized. But, in reality, between

element "A" and element "B", teachers make a cluster of teaching tactic and

strategy decisions (didactic, interactive, discovery, small group, large group,

16
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cooperative group, etc.), and my reading of the research literaturelas 'ell

A as the Madeline Hunter literature25 suggests that this "instructional input"

decisiorlis an important one, and a decision which in some cases can,also be

'nformed by scientific research.28- ..

In addition, while Hunter's theory, in theory, may not suggest the "form"

of instruction, in'practice in several school districts, the Hunter Model has

been integ ,*ated with the "direct instruction" model" so that some teachers

are now getting the distorted message that the four elements plus large group

instruction, minus individualized instruction, minus learning centers, minus

cooperative group learning, minus learning style informed education, etc. is

really what effective instruction is all about. Onersotrategy for defending

against this narrow interpretation of the Hunter thebry/model would be to

widely circulate Hunter's 1978 essay, "A Clinical Theory of Ipstruction."

Another approach, and one that would be particularly suitable for.pre-service

teacher education, would be to add a new element between the "A" and "8"

elements listed above. TheTew element could be phrased to clearly indicate

that selecting a teaching strategy appropriate for"the objective and student

population is an important aspect of instruction. The new element could also

carry some additional aspects of Madeline Hunter's philosophy of education into

her model. Betides generating her clinical theory of instruction, from which

the Essential Elements of Instruction are derived, Hunter has also develOped

a strategy and rationale for helping students become independent learners, and

thii strategy, part of her philosophy of eduCation I would say, has not been

as widely accepted as her clinical theory.28
r

The new element I have in mind, while a bit lengthier than the other

elements, could read:

Select teaching and grouping strategies which (a) are appro-

priatc, for the instructional objectivs in light of the student

population which is receiving the instruction and (b) enhance`'

the student's ability and proclivity to be autonomous,

scholarly learners.

N
Of course, the addition of this new element could be conceived as mixing

research based "universal" elements (the other four elements) with a comple'

prescription based on philosophical values. Against this point of view, I
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wiuld argue first the instructional decisions embedded in this element deserve

special emphasis because:
e

4), there is research evidence to support the notion t at instruction

should be different in form and'substance for sele ed cultural

groups at certain points in that learning career;
11,

b) the Fifth Element wouldclearly remind pre- and In-service teachers

that there is another level of important instructional decision-making

beyond the decisions embedded in the Four Elements;.

c) at this level, where the Four Elements confront curriculum, organ-

izational., and cultural. "facts" and regularities, form and substance

integrate to become one instructional realityrand decisions made at'

.this level are also informed by research; and

d) pre-service-teacher education and staff development programs, even

when their fohis,is.on universal cross-content, cross-cultural group,

.etc., generalizations, should clearly remind teachers Olt the'

of instruction is ultimately shaped by the universals (the Four

Elemts) ing the particulars ora given context (the content area,

tO'students being taught etc.).

A fourth and final area of improvement concerns the last element in the

Hunter model: "Use-the Principles of Learning." According to Madeline Hunter,

the principles of learning are principles, "...which research has demonstrated

to be pervasively influential in learning at any degree of difficulty."30

Examples of pervasive learning principles, again according to Madeline Hunter,

are:

a) "proliae maximum guidance at initial stages oflearning;"

b) "reinforcement increases the probability of a response;"

c) "mass practice for rapid learning and distribute practice for long

retention."31

These pervasive learning principles and others have been categorized

according to those that: influence a student's motivation to learn; increase

the rate and degree of learning; promote retention of what has been learned;

and encourage appropriate transfer of that learning to new situations.

18
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In the Essential Elements of Instruction model employed in my region, they

current set of principles of learning are labelled: anticipatory .set, active ,

participatioh, motivation, reinforcement, retention, and closure. Each

principle is further divided into'sub- topics or variables to illustrate how to

make use Of.the'principle. "Motivation," for example, is discussed/illuminated

in teems of'teacher behaviors which create, or make effective use of: ."level

of concererkanxtety), "feeling tone," "interest," "success," "knowledge of

results," and "reward." These variables are shared at some length to r

illustrate that, by and large, these concepts and the principles .of learning

in the Essential Elements,of Instruction model emanate from research in the

field commonly known as educational' psychology. I make this point in response

to selected school district administrators who, as a part of their-advocacy of

the Hunter model, make strong demands upon my education department to create
s.

a required Essential Elements of Instruction course for pre-service teacher

candidates. This is done with the suppok of university colleagues who are

alsostrong advocates forAhis model of instruction.
L

Keening in mind the previously discussed responsibilities of university

professors, I want to gently remind my university and school district colleagues

that there are ,other valuableresearich based models of, and theories about,
4

learning which have emanated from the-fields ofwerducational psychology,

ducational sociology, and educational anthropology. To discuss the'se models

a d theories at length is beyond the scope of this paper; but selected models

dtheories will be briefly mentioned. P.

Herbert Walberg's theory of.edudational productii.fity pis a strong case in

point!2 Walberg's theory delineates nine factors which require optimization

-"to increase affective, behavioral, and cognitive learning. The nine factors,

to a great degree, -incorporate the Essential Elements of Instruction principles

of learning, but go beyond them to indicate the significance of.environmental

variables which are extarnal to the classroom, i.e., the home, the use of out-
/3

of-school time, and the'peer group outside of'school. There are several

valuable aspects in Walberg's theory, but the emphasis on the importance of

out-of-school factors, most notably the home environment, is particularly

timely because it may encourage K-12 educators to "professionally" increase

their influence over a competing curriculum and learning environment, namely

the student's new home electronic. earning environment. In addition, Walberg's

19
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. theory also sheds new positive light on the virtues of open education and

.autonamous learning, and therefore, may hejp diminish the excessive attention

which large group "direcOpttruction" curren0y,,enjoyslti the staff develop-

ment arena.

Rita Dunp's research based learning styll;model provides yet another

perspective on optimal learning which overlaps'but-extends beyond the Essential

Elements of Instruction principles and the Whlbergian Theory.33 Dunn4

theorizing, like Walberg's, and unlike Hunter's, is not tightly linked to the

classroom of today, and indeed challenges the status qup. All the more reason

for pre-service candidates, and in- service as well, to hear about her

principlei of leaigning.. Beyond the Dunn theory there are other reseirchAmied

theories and concepts which go beyond all three theories (theHunter, Walberg,

and Dunn theories), and challenge aspeCts of the theories.

Expectation siate?theory, and more specifically the process of "status

geperalization" as described by Elizabeth G. Cohen and Susan J. Rosenholtz341

is such a theory and process. These investigators present a theory and research

based argumerii which posits that "...a backrto-basics approach to an academic-

ally heterogeneous classroom will depress low-achieving minority students'

engagement and willingness to learn," and will also, "...reinforce racist

conceptions about the intellectual-incompetence of black and brown students."

As an alternative to a morgli,thic, reading oriented, back-to-basics, large

group oriented curriculum, the authors recomMended4a multi-ability model of

instruction, a model which, parenthetically, integrates nicely with the Hunter,

Walberg, and Dunn theories, at least as I understand them..

In addition, the concerns of Cohen and Rosenholtz mesh well with theoriz-

ing and concepts emerging from the work of educational anthropologists. In my

opinion. when one begins to profess about principles of learning to future

'teachers who will work in a multicultural society such as ours, George Spindler's

theory bf cultural transmission, and particularly related concepts such as

cultural contihuiv and cultural discontinuity should be alluded to and then

discussed and developed in other courses.5 Knowledge of these concepts, and

the theories and cultural facts related tq, them, place teachers in a better

position to perceive whether or not their teaching behaviors, decisions, or

tactics are culturally congruent as opposed to culturally insensitive, futile,

or worse. Teachers need to be reminded that (a) all teaching takes place in
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the medium of culture, (b) that' the medium of cultue has the strength or

density to bend/refract all other variaFes; and (c) studies havecindicated

that culture is a pervasively influential factor in learning.

With this in mind, it is 'interesting to note that Madeline Hunter's

clinical theory of instruction, and its offshoot - the Essential Elements of

Instruction, are elaborate constructions which by design stand apart from

cultuill considerations
.

so they can, ironically, be transported easily, as a

1 theory and a training model to all cultures. But, as I have tried to suggests,
A

iP

no construction or teat ing can truly stand apart from culture and cultural

considerations. Madeline Hunter's clinical theory was shaped by, and is ground-
,

ed in, the reality of American public schools where, for example, the notion of

the principal as instructional leider fits the organizational patterirof

American culture. Similarly; I believea culture-free Essential Elements of

Instruction, a training model which,glosses over cultural diversity, fits well

into a society which historically has suffered fjorn, cultural myopia and worse.

But, administrators and teaohef's who are currently receiving staff development

and the novitiates we are educating in our universities 4nd school districts,

deserve and indeed need training models which remind thdm that well .

,ethnograpilic inquiries have demonstAted time and again that "culture" and a
44,

host of related concepts are.significant Variables in the teaching/learning

process in American schools.

Furthermore, and finally, I believe that (a) aspects of the Walberg and

Dunn models, as well al.. the cultural concepts alluded to, could be usefully

integrated into the Hunter model and (b) that a university course which intro-

duces and discusses principles of learning in the context of an emerging

science of instruction for pre-service candidates' should draw on all the models

previously mentioned, as well 'as other research based theories with wh.ch I am

as yet unfamiliar. However, in their graduate programs, and in their in-service

training, teachers should be presented with workshops and courses which focus

exclusively on one or two models. At that more experienced point in their

development, in-service educators are likely to bring a knowledgeable per-

spective to the claims of other knowledgeable, enthusiastic educators who

believe they have discovered the most complete model of instrixtion for a given

time period. And, at that more informed time in their careers, the teachers

are more likely to be creative adaptors of models, as opposed, to inflexible

adaptors.

21
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END ,NOTES
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In the main, I read a series of essays and monographs by Madeline*Hunter.

Key essays included: "What's Wrong with Madeline Hunter," nondated, unpublish-

ed manuscript disseminated by Ed Henderson, Napa County Superintendent of

Schqols; 4032 Maher Street, Napa, CA. 94558; "A Clinical Theory of Instruction,"

1978, unpublished manuscript "Teacher Competency: Problem, Theory, and

Practice;" Theory into Practice, Vol. 15; No.'2, 1976; "Diagnostic Teaching,"

The Elementary School Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1979;, and "Altering the Alterable

Variables," Educational Forum, Vol. 45, No. 1, 1980; "Knowing, Teaching,. and

Supervising," a chapter in the 1964 ASCD Yearbook -- Using What We '<now abact

Teaching, ed., Philip L. Hosford, Alexandria, Virginia. The set of monographs

consisted of: Motivation Theory foroTeachers (1967); Teach More-Faster (1969);

Reinforcement Theory for TeaCgdrs (1967); Retention Theory for Teachers (1967);

and Teaoh for Transfer (1971) -- all from TIP Publ'icaticns, P.O. Box 51,4, El

Segundo, gA. 90245.
(

2Those interviewed inchlled Dr. Becca Wachtmann, Staff Development

Coordinator, Lucia Mar Unified School District, CA.; Jean Burns, Junipr High r

School Teacher, San Luis Coastal School District, CA.; Dr. Lauren 21nchez,

Associate Superintendent, Upland School District, CA.; and Dr. Donald Morris,

Professor of Education, California Polytechnic State Univorsicy, San Luis Obispo,

CA.

3Those interviewed included Dr. Donald Maas, Wayne Brown, and Roxanne Burns.

''Dr. Hunter is currently Professor of Education in the School of Education

at the University.of California, Los Angeles. She consults on an international

5In this essay the term "clinical theory of instruction" and the Hunter

Model and ITIP (Instructional Theory into Practice) will be used interchange-

ably. In this theory teaching is defined as a series of decisions which

increase the probability of intended learning, and learning is defined as a
.41

change in behavior.
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6Madeline Hunter, "Altering the Alterable Variables," The Educational

Forum, November 1980, pp. 121-122.

as

7This bbservationis based on the interview with Dr. Becca Wachtmann,

who has had the opportunity to observe at least five different trainers conduct

Essential Elements of Instruction cycles for Lucia Mar Unified School District

over a period of five years.

8The articulated body of knowledge referredrto can be found in the sets,

of monographs (programmed learners) cited in refe6ncentimber 1. above.

91n this essay the term "model" replaces the acronym I.T.I.P. (Instruc:
0-

tional Theory into Practice) which was used in the original essay, "A Clinical

Theory of Instruction."

4
(

...
.

10Madeline Hunter, "ArClinical Theory of Instruction," unpublished manu-

script, 1978.

"See reference rot number 1 for the full citation for this essay.

Top. cit., pp. 7-8.

190p. cit., pp. 8-9.

14op. cit., pp. 11.

'5Madeline Hunter was the principal of the University of California, Los

Angeles (UCLA) Lab School for twenty years. During this pericd, the school

maintained grades with an average student population of

"The Stull Bill, which mandated that California administrators and
I

teachers specify goals and objectives at the beginning of each school year

became law in 1972, and the Education for All Handicapped Act, Public Law

94-142 was passed by Congress in 1975. This law involved principals and certain

teachers in the development of individual education plans OEPs), and specific

instructional objectives for eligible students.
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"The nature of these studies, as well as selected conceptual' and method-

ological problems in a wide range of school effectiveness studies le.ads me to

conclude that these studies provide, partial, but not complete validation^for

the Hunter model. For further 'nforrnition on.the conceptual and methodological

Problems seep "Research on Effective Schools: A Cautionary Notel".by Brian

Rowan, et. al., Educational Research, April 1983, pp. 24-31.

\
180p. cit., pp. 10.

19The "time on task" and "large group" generalizations which stem from

the direct instruction model advocated by,Jarak Rosenshine, and supported by

t-'171Teeresearch findings of Jere Brophy, Jane Stallings, Tom Good, and others,

reinforce, and mesh neatly, with the assumptions embedded in Hunter's clinical

theory.

"The way individual teachers view this program, ultimately, has a lot

to do with the quality of, and some very basic decisions about implementation.

Was it a mandatory program? Did teachers receive adequate reinforcement of the

initial cycle? Were the, principals well skilled in clinical supervision, etc.?

21More information about these two research projects is available from:

Pam Robbins, Director, Special Projects and Research, Napa County Superintendent

of Schools, 4032 Maher Street, Napa, CA. 94558 (707 224-3151) and Dick Manett,

College of Education, Iowa State University, 230 Curtis Hall, Ames, Iowa 30011

(515 294-5521)., a,

22In the Napa County inquiry the first two years of data collection

(1982-84) did not involve control (or comparison) schools. At the end of the

1984-85 school year,'comparative analyses will be available. In the Manett

study, the Hunter Model was one of Several models studied, and teachers were

allowed to choose the model they wanted to work with. Although both studies

will ultimately yield thought provoking data, at this time neither study is in

a po:ition to provide strong validation for the Hunter model.

"Madeline Hunter, "A Clinical Theory of Instruction," pp. 7.
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28The learning style research fintings disseminated by Rita Dunn and her

colleagues at the Center for'Research on Learning and Teaching Styles (St. John's

University),, and the cooperative learning group Viesearch findings disseminated

by Robert Slavin (John - Hopkins University) are cases In point. See also'the

,e0

23

24/bid., p. 7.

2.9In an unpublished 1976 essay, :Planning for Effective Instruction,"

co-authoredjwith Doug Russell, Professor Hunter discusses sevdn elements Oich°

research has shown to be influential in learning. In this essay, "instructiona

input," which involves determining what needs to be taught and how it will te

taught, is the third element discussed.

. C

Walberg, and Cohen and Rosenholtz essays cited in reference notes numbers 32

and 34 below, and messay "Achieving Excellence through Outcome-Based

Instructional Delivery" by S.E. .Rubin and W. E. Spady, Educational Leadership,

May 1984.

27The following charCteristics of the direct instructional model, as

suggested by C. M. Charles in his book, Elementary Classroom Management: A.

Handbook of Excellence in Teaching (Longman, 1983) elucidate the "form"

suggested by the Essential Elements of Instruction/Direct Instruction model.

Charles writes that teachers, when preparing for direct teaching, "give heavy_

emphasis to (a) clear objectives that students understand,- (b) clear directions,

(c) instructional activities that produce student attention, involvement, and
rAPActive response, (d) grouping-usually larger groups are preferred, (e)

structured methods of teaching, (f) follow-up practice and
.
application, and

(g) evaluation" (pp. 120-121).

28For more information on this strategy and rationale see Madeline Hunter's

"Helping Students Become Independent Learners," 1979, unpublished manuscript.

29See, for example, Shirley Brice Heath's chapter, "Questioning at Home

and at School: A Comparative Study," and Frederick Erickson and Gerald Monatt's

chapter, "cultural Organization of Participation Structures in Two Classrooms

of Indian Students," both in Doing the Ethnography of Schooling: Educational

Anthropology in Action, edited by George Spindler, as well as Jose Macias' 1984

25
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dissertation entitled, "Papago Home-to-School Transition: A Study of School

Discontinuity in. Early Childhood."

30Madeline Hunter, "Teaching.Competency: Problem, Theory, and Practice,"

Theory, into Prajtice, April 1976, pp. 164.(Vol, 15, No. 2).

pp. 165.

32For more information on this theory, see Herbert J. Walberg's essay,

"Improving the Productivity of America's Schools," Educational Leadership,

May 1984, pp. 19-27 (Vol. 41,,No. 8).

33For more information .on Rita Dunn's learning style model see: Rita.

4Dunn, "Learning Style: State of the Science," Theory into Practice, -Winter

4 1984 (Vo. 23, No 1).

34For more information on the Cohen/Rosenholtz challenge to back-to-

basics oreinted curricula see "Back to Basics and the Desegregated School,"

by Susan J. Rosenholtz and Elizabeth G. Cohen, in The Elementary School I.

Journal, May 1983, pp. 515-527.

35For more information on the concepts of cultural continuity and dis-

continuity and George Spindler's theory of cultural transmission see Chapter

13, "The Transmission of Culture," in Education and Cultural Process: Toward

an Anthropology of Education, edited by George Spindler (Holt, Rinehart, and

Winston; 1974).
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